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WEEK 1: Sunday, 31 December 2023 - Saturday, 6 January 2024 - ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification
Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2023-12-31 0500
Action 

Adventure

The Extraordinary Journey 

Of The Fakir

Ajatashatru Lavash Patel has lived all his life in a small Mumbai neighbourhood tricking people with street 

magic and fakir stunts. He sets out on a journey to France and find his estranged father but instead gets 

dragged on a never-ending adventure. Directed by Ken Scott, stars Dhanush, Berenice Bejo, Erin Moriarty.

FRANCE English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s v Y

2023-12-31 0650 Animation Mosley

After many years of servitude on an isolated farm owned by Simon, a sullen and mean-spirited farmer, 

Mosley and his family of four legged thoriphants decide to rebel. When they discover a cave with ancient 

drawings of thoriphants similar to them but standing upright, they embark on a dangerous journey to find 

the fabled city of Uprights.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2019 RPT PG a v Y

2023-12-31 0840 Musical Funny Lady

Sequel to Funny Girl set in depression-era New York. With her long-running show closing and her marriage 

to playboy Nick Arnstein at an end, Brice finds herself out of work in economically dire times. Enter brash 

young lyricist Billy Rose who convinces Brice that he is capable of generating the resources to produce a 

new show for her to star in. The show debuts out-of-town and is a complete disaster, leaving Brice to use 

her considerable experience to whip it into shape before it opens in New York. Stars Barbra Streisand.

USA English-100 1975 RPT PG a l n s Y

2023-12-31 1110 Drama Blackbird

Lily summons her daughters, Jennifer and Anna, for one final family reunion before she ends her battle with 

a terminal illness. Amid the bittersweet farewell, unresolved feelings surface. Stars Susan Sarandon, Kate 

Winslet, Sam Neill and Mia Wasikowska.

USA English-100 2019 RPT M a d l Y Y

2023-12-31 1300 Comedy The Confirmation

A quiet weekend turns into an adventure when divorced dad Walt, a down-on-his-luck carpenter, and his 

eight-year-old son search for the thieves that stole Walt's precious toolbox. Directed by Bob Nelson and 

stars Clive Owen, Maria Bello and Jaeden Lieberher.

CANADA English-100 2016 RPT M a 

2023-12-31 1450
Action 

Adventure
Belle And Sebastian 2

September, 1945. When Sebastian hears that a plane carrying his friend Angelina has reportedly crashed in 

the mountains, he is convinced that Angelina is still alive. Along with his faithful dog Belle, Sebastian 

embarks on the most dangerous adventure of his life. Stars Felix Bossuet as Sebastian.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2023-12-31 1640 Comedy The Band's Visit

A band comprised of members of the Egyptian police force head to Israel to play at the inaugural ceremony 

of an Arab cultural centre, only to find themselves stranded, penniless and still wearing their sky blue 

uniforms in the middle of nowhere. Winner of three awards at the 2007 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by 

Eran Kolirin and stars Sasson Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz and Saleh Bakri.

USA

Hebrew-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2007 RPT PG l s Y Y

2023-12-31 1820 Drama Little Women

In this 1994 adaptation of Louisa May Alcott's classic, the March sisters confront growing pains, financial 

shortages, family tragedies and romantic rivalries in mid-19th-century Massachusetts. Jo struggles for 

independence and sometimes clashes with her beloved mother and her sisters Meg, Amy and Beth. She also 

contends with their cranky Aunt March, their impulsive neighbor Laurie and kindly linguistics professor 

Friedrich Bhaer. Stars Winona Rider and Christian Bale.

CANADA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2023-12-31 2030 Drama 20th Century Women SUMMER OF MOVIES

Set in Sandra Barbara in 1979, a determined single mother enlists the help of two women to help raise her 

adolescent son in hopes of reconnecting with him. Directed by Mike Millis, starring Annette Bening, Greta 

Gerwig, Lucas Jade Zumann.

USA English-100 2016 M d l n s 



2023-12-31 2240 Drama An Education

London, 1961.  Smart, attractive 16-year-old Jenny finds her traditional education replaced by something 

slightly more sinister when an older, more worldly suitor sweeps her off of her feet while placing her future 

in jeopardy. Nominated for three Academy Awards in 2010, including Best Picture. Directed by Lone Scherfig 

and stars Carey Mulligan, Peter Sarsgaard and Alfred Molina.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT M a Y Y

2023-12-31 2435
Action 

Adventure
Blade Of The Immortal

Cursed with immortality, a highly skilled samurai in feudal Japan promises to help a young woman avenge 

the death of her parents. Their mission leads them into a bloody battle with a ruthless warrior and his band 

of master swordsmen. Stars Takuya Kimura, Hana Sugisaki and Sota Fukashi.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2017 RPT MA a h v Y

2023-12-31 2710 Thriller Infinite Storm SUMMER OF MOVIES

When a rescue volunteer gets caught in a blizzard, she encounters a stranded stranger and must face many 

obstacles to get them both down the mountain before nightfall. Directed by Malgorzata Szumowska and 

Michal Englert, starring Naomi Watts, Billy Howle, Denis O'Hare.

POLAND English-100 2022 M a l n Y Y

2024-01-01 0500 Drama Little Women

In this 1994 adaptation of Louisa May Alcott's classic, the March sisters confront growing pains, financial 

shortages, family tragedies and romantic rivalries in mid-19th-century Massachusetts. Jo struggles for 

independence and sometimes clashes with her beloved mother and her sisters Meg, Amy and Beth. She also 

contends with their cranky Aunt March, their impulsive neighbor Laurie and kindly linguistics professor 

Friedrich Bhaer. Stars Winona Rider and Christian Bale.

CANADA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2024-01-01 0710 Family The Thief Lord

After their mother dies, two young brothers flee their wicked aunt and head for Venice. Living on the 

streets, they fall in with a group of child thieves and their charismatic young leader, Scipio. From the gang's 

hideout in an old movie theatre, the brothers and are drawn into a series of fantastic adventures that will 

leave them all changed forever. Stars Aaron Johnson and Jasper Harris.

LUXEMBOURG English-100 2006 RPT PG a h l v Y

2024-01-01 0900 Animation Tim Burton's Corpse Bride

Returning to the painstaking stop-motion animation he employed with amazing success in 'The Nightmare 

Before Christmas', Tim Burton presents a hair-raising legend based on a 19th-century Russian folktale, in 

which a young man mistakenly weds a corpse while on a two-day trek to the village of his real bride-to-be. It 

is up to the groom's flesh-and-blood fiancee, who has been pining for the arrival of her intended, to face her 

wraith-like rival.

USA English-100 2005 RPT PG a v Y

2024-01-01 1025 Drama An Education

London, 1961.  Smart, attractive 16-year-old Jenny finds her traditional education replaced by something 

slightly more sinister when an older, more worldly suitor sweeps her off of her feet while placing her future 

in jeopardy. Nominated for three Academy Awards in 2010, including Best Picture. Directed by Lone Scherfig 

and stars Carey Mulligan, Peter Sarsgaard and Alfred Molina.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT M a Y Y

2024-01-01 1220 Thriller Infinite Storm

When a rescue volunteer gets caught in a blizzard, she encounters a stranded stranger and must face many 

obstacles to get them both down the mountain before nightfall. Directed by Malgorzata Szumowska and 

Michal Englert, starring Naomi Watts, Billy Howle, Denis O'Hare.

POLAND English-100 2022 RPT M a l n Y Y

2024-01-01 1410 Comedy Roxane

Raymond, a chicken farmer in Brittany finds himself threatened with bankruptcy when the big supermarkets 

decide to cut out the local farms from their trade. Inspired by his favourite play, Cyrano de Bergerac, 

Raymond hatches a plan to save his farm and his business through the art of theatre. Directed by Mélanie 

Auffret and stars Guillaume de Tonquédec and Léa Drucker.

FRANCE French-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-01-01 1545 Biography Diana

Celebrated and adored by millions, she was the Queen of people's hearts, yet the bittersweet story of the 

last man to truly capture her heart has never been told. Princess Diana (Naomi Watts), at one time the most 

famous woman in the world, inspired a nation with her generosity, compassion and kindness - and in her 

final years she would meet the man, Dr Hasnat Kahn (Naveen Andrews), who in turn inspired her.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a l s Y



2024-01-01 1750 Biography Hachi: A Dog's Tale

Golden Globe winner Richard Gere stars as Professor Parker Wilson, a distinguished scholar who discovers a 

lost Akita puppy on his way home from work. Despite initial objections from his wife Hachi endears himself 

to the Wilson family and grows to be Parker's loyal companion. As their bond grows deeper, a beautiful 

relationship unfolds embodying the true spirit of family and loyalty, while inspiring the hearts of an entire 

town.

USA English-100 2010 RPT PG a Y

2024-01-01 1930 Comedy Made In Dagenham

Based on a true story. In 1968, a group of discouraged female workers go on strike at the Ford Dagenham 

car plant to protest for equal pay and fair treatment in comparison with their male colleagues. Directed by 

Nigel Cole and stars Sally Hawkins, Bob Hoskins and Andrea Riseborough.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a l s Y

2024-01-01 2135 Drama Arthur Newman

After years of leading a dreary life filled with regret, a former pro golfer, Wallace Avery, decides to fake his 

death and start his life afresh as Arthur Newman. Along the way, he meets a woman who is also trying to 

leave her past behind. Directed by Dante Ariola and stars Colin Firth, Emily Blunt and Anne Heche.

USA English-100 2014 RPT MA s Y

2024-01-01 2320 Drama Testament Of Youth

Based on the memoir by Vera Brittain, a young woman who, after fighting for a place at Oxford, leaves her 

studies to become a nurse after her fiance, her brother, and a number of her friends enlist to fight in World 

War I. Directed by James Kent and stars Alicia Vikander, Kit Harington and Taron Egerton.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT M v Y Y Y

2024-01-01 2540 Mystery / Crime Reservoir Dogs
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

Six very different criminals have been brought together by mob boss Joe Cabot in order to carry out a 

seemingly foolproof heist. However, when the police show up suspiciously quickly and one of the gang is 

killed they realize there must be a rat amongst them, so after racing back to the warehouse that acts as 

their headquarters they attempt to work out who it is. Directed by Quentin Tarantino, starring Harvey 

Keitel, Tim Roth, Michael Madsen.

USA English-100 1992 RPT

2024-01-01 2740 Comedy The Confirmation

A quiet weekend turns into an adventure when divorced dad Walt, a down-on-his-luck carpenter, and his 

eight-year-old son search for the thieves that stole Walt's precious toolbox. Directed by Bob Nelson and 

stars Clive Owen, Maria Bello and Jaeden Lieberher.

CANADA English-100 2016 RPT M a 

2024-01-02 0530 Biography Hachi: A Dog's Tale

Golden Globe winner Richard Gere stars as Professor Parker Wilson, a distinguished scholar who discovers a 

lost Akita puppy on his way home from work. Despite initial objections from his wife Hachi endears himself 

to the Wilson family and grows to be Parker's loyal companion. As their bond grows deeper, a beautiful 

relationship unfolds embodying the true spirit of family and loyalty, while inspiring the hearts of an entire 

town.

USA English-100 2010 RPT PG a Y

2024-01-02 0715 Comedy The Band's Visit

A band comprised of members of the Egyptian police force head to Israel to play at the inaugural ceremony 

of an Arab cultural centre, only to find themselves stranded, penniless and still wearing their sky blue 

uniforms in the middle of nowhere. Winner of three awards at the 2007 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by 

Eran Kolirin and stars Sasson Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz and Saleh Bakri.

USA

Hebrew-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2007 RPT PG l s Y Y

2024-01-02 0850
Action 

Adventure
Belle And Sebastian 2

September, 1945. When Sebastian hears that a plane carrying his friend Angelina has reportedly crashed in 

the mountains, he is convinced that Angelina is still alive. Along with his faithful dog Belle, Sebastian 

embarks on the most dangerous adventure of his life. Stars Felix Bossuet as Sebastian.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2024-01-02 1035 Drama 20th Century Women

Set in Sandra Barbara in 1979, a determined single mother enlists the help of two women to help raise her 

adolescent son in hopes of reconnecting with him. Directed by Mike Millis, starring Annette Bening, Greta 

Gerwig, Lucas Jade Zumann.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M d l n s 



2024-01-02 1245 Comedy How To Be A Good Wife

Paulette and her husband have been running a house-keeping school. After the sudden death of her 

husband, Paulette discovers that the school is on the verge of bankruptcy and has to take her 

responsibilities.

BELGIUM French-100 2020 RPT M a n s Y

2024-01-02 1450 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 

of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2024-01-02 1520 Drama Little Women

In this 1994 adaptation of Louisa May Alcott's classic, the March sisters confront growing pains, financial 

shortages, family tragedies and romantic rivalries in mid-19th-century Massachusetts. Jo struggles for 

independence and sometimes clashes with her beloved mother and her sisters Meg, Amy and Beth. She also 

contends with their cranky Aunt March, their impulsive neighbor Laurie and kindly linguistics professor 

Friedrich Bhaer. Stars Winona Rider and Christian Bale.

CANADA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2024-01-02 1730
Action 

Adventure
Oka

Ethno-musicologist Larry Whitman is from New Jersey, but his heart is with the Bayaka people of 

Yandombe, in the Central African Republic. Back in the United States on a fundraising trip for his village, his 

doctor warns him that his failing liver will not withstand the dangers of life in the African forest. Undaunted, 

Larry is drawn back to his adopted people. Stars Kris Marshall, Peter Riegert and Will Yun Lee.

USA
English-50; French-

50
2012 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-01-02 1930 Drama The Fabulous Baker Boys

Frank (Beau Bridges) and Jack Baker (Jeff Bridges) are brothers who have performed together in a small but 

successful piano act for years. However, their lack of ambition hurts them - they begin losing gigs, and are 

soon relegated to run-down venues. Attempting to infuse new life into their act, the brothers hire singer 

Susie Diamond (Michelle Pfeiffer). The new line-up brings success, but tensions mount as romance blossoms 

and one brother is left in the cold.

USA English-100 1989 RPT M l s Y Y

2024-01-02 2140 Drama The Boys From Brazil

Based on Ira Levin's best-selling novel and set in the late 1970s, this gripping drama follows a fanatical Nazi's 

(Gregory Peck) obsession with cloning Hitler 95 times in an attempt to create leaders for the Fourth Reich. 

When Ezra Lieberman (Laurence Olivier), a Nazi hunter, learns of his plan he must do everything in his 

power to stop him. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 RPT MA v Y

2024-01-02 2355 Biography Churchill

June 1944. Allied Forces stand on the brink: a massive army is secretly assembled on the south coast of 

Britain, poised to re-take Nazi-occupied Europe. One man stands in their way: Winston Churchill. Behind the 

iconic figure and rousing speeches: a man who has faced political ridicule, military failure and a speech 

impediment. Stars Brian Cox and Miranda Richardson.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a Y Y

2024-01-02 2550 Horror Hereditary

When the matriarch passes away the Graham family begins to unravel cryptic and increasingly terrifying 

secrets about their ancestry. The more they discover, the more they find themselves trying to outrun the 

sinister fate they seem to have inherited. Directed by Ari Aster, starring Toni Collette, Milly Shapiro, Gabriel 

Byrne. 

USA English-100 2018 RPT MA a h Y

2024-01-02 2810 Drama Three Colours: Blue

Julie's life is shattered after a horrific car accident kills her husband  a famous composer  and her five-year-

old daughter. She sells all her belongings  moves away and makes a decision to do absolutely nothing from 

then on. She wants no friends  no memories  nothing that might hurt her. But life moves on and she's slowly 

drawn to Oliver, a friend and colleague of her dead husband. Directed by Krzysztof Kieslowski and stars 

Juliette Binoche and Benoit Regent.

SWITZERLAND

Romanian-33.34; 

French-33.33; 

Polish-33.33

1993 RPT M a s Y

2024-01-03 0555
Action 

Adventure
Oka

Ethno-musicologist Larry Whitman is from New Jersey, but his heart is with the Bayaka people of 

Yandombe, in the Central African Republic. Back in the United States on a fundraising trip for his village, his 

doctor warns him that his failing liver will not withstand the dangers of life in the African forest. Undaunted, 

Larry is drawn back to his adopted people. Stars Kris Marshall, Peter Riegert and Will Yun Lee.

USA
English-50; French-

50
2012 RPT PG a l v Y



2024-01-03 0755 Biography Diana

Celebrated and adored by millions, she was the Queen of people's hearts, yet the bittersweet story of the 

last man to truly capture her heart has never been told. Princess Diana (Naomi Watts), at one time the most 

famous woman in the world, inspired a nation with her generosity, compassion and kindness - and in her 

final years she would meet the man, Dr Hasnat Kahn (Naveen Andrews), who in turn inspired her.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-01-03 1000 Drama Testament Of Youth

Based on the memoir by Vera Brittain, a young woman who, after fighting for a place at Oxford, leaves her 

studies to become a nurse after her fiance, her brother, and a number of her friends enlist to fight in World 

War I. Directed by James Kent and stars Alicia Vikander, Kit Harington and Taron Egerton.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT M v Y Y Y

2024-01-03 1225 Comedy Made In Dagenham

Based on a true story. In 1968, a group of discouraged female workers go on strike at the Ford Dagenham 

car plant to protest for equal pay and fair treatment in comparison with their male colleagues. Directed by 

Nigel Cole and stars Sally Hawkins, Bob Hoskins and Andrea Riseborough.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a l s Y

2024-01-03 1430 Biography Hachi: A Dog's Tale

Golden Globe winner Richard Gere stars as Professor Parker Wilson, a distinguished scholar who discovers a 

lost Akita puppy on his way home from work. Despite initial objections from his wife Hachi endears himself 

to the Wilson family and grows to be Parker's loyal companion. As their bond grows deeper, a beautiful 

relationship unfolds embodying the true spirit of family and loyalty, while inspiring the hearts of an entire 

town.

USA English-100 2010 RPT PG a Y

2024-01-03 1610 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds himself alone and lost in the 

wilderness of the Amazon jungle.
BRAZIL No Dialogue-100 2013 RPT G Y

2024-01-03 1740 Comedy Dan In Real Life

Advice columnist Dan Burns is an expert on relationships, but somehow struggles to succeed as a brother, a 

son and a single parent to three precocious daughters. Things get even more complicated when Dan finds 

out that the woman he has fallen in love with is actually his brother's new girlfriend. Directed by Peter 

Hedges and stars Steve Carell, Juliette Binoche and Dianne Wiest.

USA English-100 2007 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-01-03 1930 Comedy This Is Where I Leave You

When their father passes away, four grown siblings, bruised and battered by their respective adult lives, are 

forced to return to their childhood home and live under the same roof together for a week, along with their 

over-sharing mother (Jane Fonda) and an assortment of spouses and exes. Stars Jason Bateman, Tina Fey, 

Adam Driver and Corey Stoll.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a d l s Y

2024-01-03 2125 Drama 12 Years A Slave

In the years before the Civil War, Solomon Northup (Chiwetel Ejiofor), a free Black man from upstate New 

York, is kidnapped and sold into slavery in the South. Subjected to the cruelty of one malevolent owner 

(Michael Fassbender), he also finds unexpected kindness from another, as he struggles to survive and 

maintain some of his dignity. In the 12th year of the disheartening ordeal, a chance meeting with an 

abolitionist from Canada changes Solomon's life forever. Directed by Steve McQueen and also stars Lupita 

Nyong'o.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA a v Y Y

2024-01-03 2355 Drama New Gold Mountain

Set in 1857 during the Australian gold rush, the film follows the charismatic headman of the Chinese mining 

camp, who struggles to maintain the fragile harmony between Chinese and European diggers when a 

murdered European woman is discovered to have links to the Chinese community. Directed by Corrie Chen 

and stars Yoson An, Alyssa Sutherland and Mabel Li.

AUSTRALIA English-100 0 RPT MA a v Y Y Y



2024-01-03 2745 Thriller Kill The Messenger

Based on the true story of journalist Gary Webb. The film takes place in the mid-1990s, when Webb 

uncovers the CIA's past role in importing huge amounts of cocaine into the United States that is then sold in 

ghettos across the country to raise money for the Nicaraguan Contras' rebel army. Despite enormous 

pressure not to, Webb goes public with his evidence - and soon finds himself defending his integrity, his 

family, and his life.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a d l Y Y Y

2024-01-04 0550 Comedy Dan In Real Life

Advice columnist Dan Burns is an expert on relationships, but somehow struggles to succeed as a brother, a 

son and a single parent to three precocious daughters. Things get even more complicated when Dan finds 

out that the woman he has fallen in love with is actually his brother's new girlfriend. Directed by Peter 

Hedges and stars Steve Carell, Juliette Binoche and Dianne Wiest.

USA English-100 2007 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-01-04 0740 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds himself alone and lost in the 

wilderness of the Amazon jungle.
BRAZIL No Dialogue-100 2013 RPT G Y

2024-01-04 0915 Comedy Dr Knock

Doctor Knock, a con artist, goes to a small French village inhabited by healthy people. There, he plans to 

convince everyone that they are sick and only he can cure them. However, his shady past soon catches up 

with him. Directed by Lorraine Levy and stars Omar Sy, Alex Lutz and Ana Girardot.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT PG a d l n s v Y

2024-01-04 1120 Biography Churchill

June 1944. Allied Forces stand on the brink: a massive army is secretly assembled on the south coast of 

Britain, poised to re-take Nazi-occupied Europe. One man stands in their way: Winston Churchill. Behind the 

iconic figure and rousing speeches: a man who has faced political ridicule, military failure and a speech 

impediment. Stars Brian Cox and Miranda Richardson.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a Y Y

2024-01-04 1315
Action 

Adventure
Oka

Ethno-musicologist Larry Whitman is from New Jersey, but his heart is with the Bayaka people of 

Yandombe, in the Central African Republic. Back in the United States on a fundraising trip for his village, his 

doctor warns him that his failing liver will not withstand the dangers of life in the African forest. Undaunted, 

Larry is drawn back to his adopted people. Stars Kris Marshall, Peter Riegert and Will Yun Lee.

USA
English-50; French-

50
2012 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-01-04 1515 Family The Witches

Anjelica Huston stars in this fantasy based on a Roald Dahl book about a little boy and his kindly 

grandmother thwarting a coven of witches who want to rid Britain of children by turning them into mice. 

Vacationing at a seaside hotel with his grandmother, a young boy discovers that a convention of witches is 

also staying there and finds out about the evil plans of their Grand High Witch (Huston). Jim Henson devised 

the creature effects in his last film.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1990 RPT PG a h v w Y Y

2024-01-04 1655 Drama The Scarlet And The Black

Based on the humanitarian works of Irish-born Vatican priest Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, who saved 

thousands of escaped prisoners of war, Jews and Italian Resistance families in occupied Rome during the 

World War Two, by hiding them in the church. Directed by Jerry London and stars Gregory Peck, Christopher 

Plummer and John Gielgud.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG a v 

2024-01-04 1930 Thriller Enigma

During World War Two, the British authorities discover that Nazi U-boats have unexpectedly changed the 

code of their Enigma machines - thus endangering the lives of thousands of Allied sailors. They enlist the 

help of Tom Jericho, a brilliant young code breaker. But Tom also needs to solve the mystery surrounding 

the woman he loves, who is suspected of being a spy. Directed by Michael Apted and stars Dougray Scott 

and Kate Winslet.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2001 RPT M a l s Y



2024-01-04 2140 Western Jane Got A Gun

Directed by Gavin O'Connor (Warrior) and starring Natalie Portman, Joel Edgerton and Ewan McGregor, Jane 

Got a Gun centres on the titular Jane, forced to turn to an old flame in order to bring justice to the deadly 

gunslingers responsible for the death of her husband.

USA English-100 2016 RPT MA v Y

2024-01-04 2330 Thriller Bel Canto

Bel Canto is a dramatic love story that follows a famous soprano (Julianne Moore) who travels to South 

America to give a private concert at a party for a wealthy Japanese industrialist (Ken Watanabe). Just as the 

glittering gathering of diplomats and politicians convenes, the mansion is taken over by a guerrilla rebel 

group demanding the release of their imprisoned comrades. Threats are made, lives are lost, a tense 

negotiation begins, and a long standoff ensues.

USA
English-50; Spanish-

50
2018 RPT MA v Y

2024-01-04 2525 Drama 12 Years A Slave

In the years before the Civil War, Solomon Northup (Chiwetel Ejiofor), a free Black man from upstate New 

York, is kidnapped and sold into slavery in the South. Subjected to the cruelty of one malevolent owner 

(Michael Fassbender), he also finds unexpected kindness from another, as he struggles to survive and 

maintain some of his dignity. In the 12th year of the disheartening ordeal, a chance meeting with an 

abolitionist from Canada changes Solomon's life forever. Directed by Steve McQueen and also stars Lupita 

Nyong'o.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA a v Y Y

2024-01-04 2750 Comedy Salvation Boulevard

Set in the world of mega-churches in which a former Deadhead turned born-again Christian finds himself on 

the run from fundamentalist members of his mega-church who will do anything to protect their pastor. 

Directed by George Ratliff. Stars Pierce Brosnan, Greg Kinnear and Jennifer Connelly.

USA English-100 2011 RPT M a d l s v 

2024-01-05 0540 Drama The Scarlet And The Black

Based on the humanitarian works of Irish-born Vatican priest Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, who saved 

thousands of escaped prisoners of war, Jews and Italian Resistance families in occupied Rome during the 

World War Two, by hiding them in the church. Directed by Jerry London and stars Gregory Peck, Christopher 

Plummer and John Gielgud.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG a v 

2024-01-05 0815 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, this is a coming-of-age story centring on the relationship between the young, free-

spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks (Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone 

(Elizabeth McGovern). On their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of 

New York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-01-05 1015 Thriller Kill The Messenger

Based on the true story of journalist Gary Webb. The film takes place in the mid-1990s, when Webb 

uncovers the CIA's past role in importing huge amounts of cocaine into the United States that is then sold in 

ghettos across the country to raise money for the Nicaraguan Contras' rebel army. Despite enormous 

pressure not to, Webb goes public with his evidence - and soon finds himself defending his integrity, his 

family, and his life.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a d l Y Y Y

2024-01-05 1220 Comedy Bangla

Phaim, a young Muslim Bangladeshi born in Italy 22 years ago lives with his family in Rome's multiethnic 

Torpignattara neighbourhood, and works as a museum steward. At a concert, he meets Asia, his exact 

opposite. The attraction between them is immediate, and Phaim will have to figure out how to reconcile his 

love for the young woman with the most inviolable of Islam's rules: no sex before marriage.

ITALY Italian-100 2019 RPT M l n s Y

2024-01-05 1355 Comedy Dan In Real Life

Advice columnist Dan Burns is an expert on relationships, but somehow struggles to succeed as a brother, a 

son and a single parent to three precocious daughters. Things get even more complicated when Dan finds 

out that the woman he has fallen in love with is actually his brother's new girlfriend. Directed by Peter 

Hedges and stars Steve Carell, Juliette Binoche and Dianne Wiest.

USA English-100 2007 RPT PG a l s Y



2024-01-05 1545 Comedy Dr Knock

Doctor Knock, a con artist, goes to a small French village inhabited by healthy people. There, he plans to 

convince everyone that they are sick and only he can cure them. However, his shady past soon catches up 

with him. Directed by Lorraine Levy and stars Omar Sy, Alex Lutz and Ana Girardot.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT PG a d l n s v Y

2024-01-05 1750 Comedy Footy Legends

Set in Sydney's western suburbs, Footy Legends tells the story Luc Vu, a young man with an obsession about 

football. Out of work and with welwafe authorities threatening to take away his little sister, Luc reunites his 

old high school football team to win a competition that could change all their lives. Stars Anh Doh, Angus 

Sampson and Lisa Saggers.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2024-01-05 1930
Action 

Adventure
Point Break

In Los Angeles, a gang of bank robbers commit their crimes while wearing masks of former U.S. Presidents. 

The F.B.I. believes that the members of the gang could be surfers, and send young Agent Johnny Utah 

undercover at the beach to mix with the surfers and gather information. Utah meets surfer Bodhi, and gets 

drawn into the lifestyle of his new friend. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow and stars Patrick Swayze, Keanu 

Reeves and Gary Busey.

USA English-100 1999 RPT M d l n v Y

2024-01-05 2145 War The Hurt Locker

Forced to play a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse in the chaos of war, an elite Army bomb squad unit 

must come together in a city where everyone is a potential enemy and every object could be a deadly 

bomb. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. Stars Jeremy Renner.

USA English-100 2008 RPT MA a v Y

2024-01-05 2410
Action 

Adventure
Rambo

Having long-since abandoned his life as a lethal soldier, John Rambo (Sylvester Stallone) lives a solitary life 

near the Thai border. Two weeks after guiding a Christian aid worker (Julie Benz) and her comrades into 

Burma, he gets an urgent call for help. The missionaries have not returned and although he is reluctant to 

embrace violence again, Rambo sets out to rescue the captives from the Burmese army.

USA
English-85; 

Burmese-15
2008 RPT MA a v w Y

2024-01-05 2550 Western Jane Got A Gun

Directed by Gavin O'Connor (Warrior) and starring Natalie Portman, Joel Edgerton and Ewan McGregor, Jane 

Got a Gun centres on the titular Jane, forced to turn to an old flame in order to bring justice to the deadly 

gunslingers responsible for the death of her husband.

USA English-100 2016 RPT MA v Y

2024-01-05 2740 Thriller Enigma

During World War Two, the British authorities discover that Nazi U-boats have unexpectedly changed the 

code of their Enigma machines - thus endangering the lives of thousands of Allied sailors. They enlist the 

help of Tom Jericho, a brilliant young code breaker. But Tom also needs to solve the mystery surrounding 

the woman he loves, who is suspected of being a spy. Directed by Michael Apted and stars Dougray Scott 

and Kate Winslet.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2001 RPT M a l s Y

2024-01-06 0550 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 

of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2004 RPT PG Y

2024-01-06 0620 Comedy Footy Legends

Set in Sydney's western suburbs, Footy Legends tells the story Luc Vu, a young man with an obsession about 

football. Out of work and with welwafe authorities threatening to take away his little sister, Luc reunites his 

old high school football team to win a competition that could change all their lives. Stars Anh Doh, Angus 

Sampson and Lisa Saggers.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2024-01-06 0800 Comedy Monsieur Verdoux

Monsieur Verdoux (Charlie Chaplin) is a dapper Parisian family man who loses his job as a bank clerk. In 

order to support his wife and child, he devises a plan to woo and marry rich widows under a variety of 

aliases, then murder them for their money. His scheme works until his 14th victim, the loud-mouthed 

Annabella Bonheur (Martha Raye), proves impossible to kill.

USA English-100 1947 RPT PG a 



2024-01-06 1015 Comedy Salvation Boulevard

Set in the world of mega-churches in which a former Deadhead turned born-again Christian finds himself on 

the run from fundamentalist members of his mega-church who will do anything to protect their pastor. 

Directed by George Ratliff. Stars Pierce Brosnan, Greg Kinnear and Jennifer Connelly.

USA English-100 2011 RPT M a d l s v 

2024-01-06 1200 Thriller Enigma

During World War Two, the British authorities discover that Nazi U-boats have unexpectedly changed the 

code of their Enigma machines - thus endangering the lives of thousands of Allied sailors. They enlist the 

help of Tom Jericho, a brilliant young code breaker. But Tom also needs to solve the mystery surrounding 

the woman he loves, who is suspected of being a spy. Directed by Michael Apted and stars Dougray Scott 

and Kate Winslet.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2001 RPT M a l s Y

2024-01-06 1415 Drama The Scarlet And The Black

Based on the humanitarian works of Irish-born Vatican priest Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, who saved 

thousands of escaped prisoners of war, Jews and Italian Resistance families in occupied Rome during the 

World War Two, by hiding them in the church. Directed by Jerry London and stars Gregory Peck, Christopher 

Plummer and John Gielgud.

USA English-100 1983 RPT PG a v 

2024-01-06 1650 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, this is a coming-of-age story centring on the relationship between the young, free-

spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks (Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone 

(Elizabeth McGovern). On their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of 

New York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-01-06 1850 Biography Mrs Lowry And Son
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

British artist, L.S. Lowry, pursues his creative goals while living with his overbearing, bitter and bedridden 

mother. Directed by Adrian Noble, starring Vanessa Redgrave, Timothy Spall, Wendy Morgan.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 PG a n 

2024-01-06 2030 Drama On The Basis Of Sex SUMMER OF MOVIES

A bright young Ruth Bader Ginsburg goes through a number of obstacles in her early career. When she takes 

up a case of gender-based discrimination, she attempts to redefine the status quo. Directed by Mimi Leder. 

Starring Felicity Jones, Armie Hammer. Justin Theroux.

USA English-100 2018

2024-01-06 2245 Drama House Of Pleasures GET A ROOM

Follows the lives of a group of prostitutes living in a luxurious Parisian brothel in the dawn of the 20th 

Century. From pregnancy scares, to marriage proposals, to drug use and violent clients, this film explore the 

drama of this hidden world.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT MA n s v Y

2024-01-06 2505 War The Hurt Locker

Forced to play a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse in the chaos of war, an elite Army bomb squad unit 

must come together in a city where everyone is a potential enemy and every object could be a deadly 

bomb. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. Stars Jeremy Renner.

USA English-100 2008 RPT MA a v Y

2024-01-06 2730
Action 

Adventure
Point Break

In Los Angeles, a gang of bank robbers commit their crimes while wearing masks of former U.S. Presidents. 

The F.B.I. believes that the members of the gang could be surfers, and send young Agent Johnny Utah 

undercover at the beach to mix with the surfers and gather information. Utah meets surfer Bodhi, and gets 

drawn into the lifestyle of his new friend. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow and stars Patrick Swayze, Keanu 

Reeves and Gary Busey.

USA English-100 1999 RPT M d l n v Y


